Fito's Great Game
Once upon a time there were two robots named Fito and Greg.
Fito and Greg are best friends, but they are rusty and ugly.
The other robots didn’t like Fito and Greg because they are rusty and they didn’t let them play any robot games.
Greg and Fito never get to swim in oil or play Metal Ball, but they were still very happy and they wanted everyone else to be happy, too.
When Fito and Greg started to play their game, the other robots begin to like them. They liked the rules and how challenging Fito and Greg made the game.
Everyday more robots come to join because it was so much fun to with Fito and Greg. Fito and Greg were friends with everyone.
Eventually, the robots asked Fito and Greg if they wanted to play other robot games. They learned to get along and had a great time together.
Fito and Greg became famous for their metal ball and basketball skills. Their robot team became champions of metal ball.
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